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Abstract 
Chen, D., CC. Lindner and D.R. Stinson, Further results on large sets of disjoint 
group-divisible designs, Discrete Mathematics 110 (1992) 35-42. 
This paper is a continuation of a recent paper by Chen and Stinson, where some recursive 
constructions for large sets of group-divisible design with block size 3 arc presented. In this 
paper, we give two new recursive constructions. In particular, we apply these constructions in 
the case of designs where every group has size 2. 
1. Introduction 
A group-divisible design is a triple (X, G, A) which satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) X is a finite set of points; 
(ii) G is a partition of X into subsets called groups; 
(iii) A is a set of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a block 
contain at most one common point, and any pair of points from distinct groups 
occur in exactly one block. 
We abbreviate the term group-divisible design to GDD. The type of a GDD is 
the multiset {ICI: G E G}. We denote the type by 1”12”2. . , where there are 
precisely ui occurrences of i, i 2 1. 
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In this paper, we shall be studying GDDs in which every block has size 3. Such 
a GDD is called a 3-GDD. Suppose we have two 3-GDDs with the same group 
set, say (X, G, A) and (X, G, B). These 3-GDDs are said to be disjoint if 
A fI B = 0. A set of more than two 3-GDDs (having the same group set) are 
called disjoint if each pair is disjoint. 
It is not difficult to see that the maximum number of disjoint 3-GDDs of type tU 
is t(u - 2). If s 3 t, then the maximum number of disjoint 3-GDDs of type tUsl is 
t(u - 1). We will call such a collection of disjoint 3-GDDs a Zarge set, and denote 
it by LS(t”) and LS(t”s’), respectively. 
A 3-GDD of type 1” is called a Steiner triple system of order u and denoted 
STS(u). LS(1”) h ave been extensively studied. The following results has been 
proved by Lu [5,6] and Teirlinck [9]. 
Theorem 1.1 [5,6,9]. Suppose v = 1 or 3 module 6, v 3 7. Then there exists an 
LS( 1”) if and only if v # 7. 
In this paper, we give some new recursive construction for LS(t”) and LS(t”s’). 
We apply our constructions to obtain new infinite classes of LS(2”) and LS(2”4l). 
Large sets of these types have been studied in [l, 2,7], and have applications in 
cryptography to the construction of perfect threshold schemes (see [7,8]). 
We now mention some preliminary results that we will use in later sections. 
Lemma 1.2. For all u # 2, 6, there exists a 3-GDD of type u3 whose set of blocks 
can be partitioned into parallel classes, 
Proof. Such a GDD is equivalent to a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order 
u. 0 
We shall also require the existence of certain symmetric Latin squares with 
“holes”. Let X be a set of cardinality tu, and let H be a partition of X into u 
subsets of size t (elements of H are called holes). Let L be a square array of side 
tu, indexed by X, which satisfies the following properties: 
(1) if x, y E H E H, then L(x, y) is empty, otherwise L(x, y) contains a symbol 
of x. 
(2) row or column x of L contains the symbols in X\H, where x E H E H. 
L is called a partitioned incomplete Latin square (or PILS) of type tU. L is said 
to be symmetric if L(x, y) = L(y, x) for all x, y not in the same hole. 
The following result is proved in [3]. 
Lemma 1.3 [3]. Suppose t is even and u 2 3. Then a symmetric PILS of type tU 
exists. 
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2. A tripling construction 
In this section, we present a “tripling” construction for large sets of disjoint 
3-GDDs. Our construction has some similarities to the construction used in [4, 
Theorem 4.11. 
Suppose there exists an LS(t2”) and an LS(t6), and u # 2, 6. We will construct 
an LS(t6”) on the point set Y = Z, x Z2 x Z, x ZX with group set 
H= {{(i, j, k, g): id&}: jEZ2, k E&, g EZ~}. 
The construction proceeds in several steps. 
Step 1: Take a resolvable 3-GDD of type U’ (U f2, 6), which exists by Lemma 
1.2. The design will have point set X = Z, X Z3, and groups G = {L, X {g}: g E 
Z,}. The block set is denoted by A,). For each h EZ,, define A, = 
{{(a, O), (b, l), (c + h, 2)): {(a, O), (b, I), (c, 2)) eAo}. Then each (X G, Ah) is 
a 3-GDD, and the u GDDs form an LS(u”). 
For 1 s h G u - 1, proceed as follows. Take 2t copies of each point, and replace 
each block A E Ah by the (2t)’ blocks of a 3-GDD of type (2t)“. If A = 
{(a, 0), (6, l), (c, 2)) then this 3-GDD has points {(i, j, a, 0), (i, j, b, l), (i, j, c, 2): 
i E Z,, j E Z2}, and groups 
{(i, j, a, 0): i E Z, j E &}, 
{(i, j, c, 2): i E &, j E Z2}. 
{(i, j, b, I): i E Zf, j E &}, 
We obtain a 3-GDD of type (2tu)3, on point set Y, with groups 
In fact, from each A,, (1 d h c u - l), we can construct 2t disjoint 3-GDDs, 
obtaining a total of 2t(u - 1) disjoint 3-GDDs of type (2tu)“. This is accomplished 
by using an LS((2t)3) for each block A. Denote the block sets of the 2t(u - 1) 
3-GDDs by A,, i E Z,, j E Z2, 14 h s u - 1. 
(The remaining 3-GDD of type u3, Ao, is saved for later use.) 
Step 2: For each g E Z3, take an LS(t2”) on point set {(i, j, k, g): i E &, j E 
Z2, k E Z,}, with groups {(i, j, k, g): i E Z,}, j E Z2, k E Z,. Each of these three 
large sets has 2t(u - 1) 3-GDDs. Name the block sets BjlhR, i E Z,, j E Z2, 1 s h s 
u - 1, g E z3. 
NOW, define Cl, =A, U Bijh 1 U Bilh2 U B,,. Then (Y, H, C,,) is a 3-GDD, for 
i E L,, j E Z2, 1 c h c u - 1. Further, these 2t(u - 1) 3-GDDs are disjoint. 
Step 3: Now we make use of the block set Ao. Recall that this 3-GDD of type 
u3 was assumed to be resolvable. Hence, we can partition A(, into u parallel 
classes, PO, . . . , Pu_l, each of which partitions the point set X. 
For any Pk E {P,, . . . , P,_,} we define three permutations of Z,, namely 
@(g E Z-J, by the rule 
&(a) = b if {(a, g), (b, g + l)} c B E Pk for some block B. 
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Next, let L be a symmetric PILS of type (2t)“, having holes E, x Z2 x {k}, k E I?,. 
Such a square exists by Lemma 1.3. 
Now, for i E Z,, i E Z2, k E Z,, define a 3-GDD of type (6t)“, on point set Y, 
with group set 
{{(a, b, c, d): a E Z,, b E Zz, (c, d) E B}: B E P,}, 
having block set 
Dijkl = {{(a, b, C, d), (a’, b’, c’, d’), (a”+ i, b”+j, C&C”), d + 1)): 
a,a’~Z,, b,b’E~2,~,~‘E~,,~<~‘,dE~3, 
and (a”, b”, c”) = L((a, b, c), (a’, b’, c’))}. 
For i E Z,, j E Z2, k E Z,, define a 3-GDD of type (6t)“, with point set Y, having 
group set 
{(a, b, c, d): a E Z,, b E Zl?, (c, d) E B}: B E Pk}, 
and block set 
Dijk2 = {{(a, b, C, d), (a’, b’, c’, d’),(a” + i, b” +j, (LX:-‘)-‘(c”), d - 1)): 
a,a’E:Z,, b, b’E&, c, c’EZ,, c<c’,d~Z~ 
and (a”, b”, c”) = L((a, b, c), (a’, b’, cl))}. 
We get a total of 4t 3-GDDs corresponding to each of the u parallel classes Pk. 
Step 4: For each parallel class Pk, and for each B E Pk, we construct an LS(t6) 
on point set {(i, j, c, d): i E Z,, j E Z2, (c, d) E B} with groups {(i, j, c, d): i E 
Z,}, j E G, (c, 4 E B. 
Each LS(t6) contains 4t disjoint 3-GDDs. Denote the 4t block sets by E(B)ii,, 
where B E Pk, i E Z,, j E Z2, m = 1, 2. 
Define 
Then, define ii&,, = D,, U E,,. 
It is easy to see that (Y, H, &J is a 3-GDD for any i E Z,, j E &, k E Z,, m = 
1, 2. Further, these 4tu 3-GDSs are disjoint, and are disjoint from the 2t(u - 1) 
3-GDDs constructed in Steps 1 and 2. 
We obtain a total of 6tu - 2t = t(6u - 2) disjoint 3-GDDs, a large set. Hence, 
we can state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose there exist an LS(t’“) and an LS(t6), where u # 2, 6. Then 
an LS(t6”) exists. 
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3. A modified construction 
In this section, we modify the construction of Section 2 to handle LS(t”s’), 
where s 2 t (note that s = t will be allowed). The ingredients required are an 
LS(t?s’) and an LS(t3s’). As in Theorem 2.1, we must stipulate that u # 2 or 6, in 
order that a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of order u exist. Also, observe that 
existence of an LS(t3s’) requires that t and s both be even 
We will construct an LS(t3%‘) on point set Y = (Z, x Z, x Z,) U Q where 
Q={w1,..., ms}, with group set 
H= {{(i, k, g): FEZ,}: k ET?,, g ~27~) U {Q}. 
Perform the following steps, analogous to those done in Theorem 2.1. 
Step 1: Take a resolvable 3-GDD of type u3 (u # 2, 6), on point set 
X = Z, x Z3, with group set G = {Z, x g: g E Z,} and block set AO. From Ao, 
construct an LS(u3), where the block sets are denoted A,,, h E Z,. 
For 1 c h s u - 1, take t copies of each point, and obtain t(u - 1) disjoint 
3-GDDs of type (tu)3, on point set Y\ Q, with groups {(i, k, g): i E Z,, k E 
Z,}, g E Z3. The block sets are denoted Aih, i E Z,, 1 c h =G u - 1, where the t 
GDDs Aih (i E Z,) are obtained from Ah (1 s h s u - 1). 
Step 2: For each g E Z3, take an LS(t”s’) on point set {(i, k, g): i E Z,, k E 
Z,} U Q, with group set 
{{(i, k, g): i E Z,}: k E Z,} U {Q}, 
and block sets Bihg, iei?,, lshcu-1. 
Define C, = Aih U Bihl U Bih2 U Bih3, i E Z,, lch<u-1. Then each 
(Y, H, Cih) is a 3-GDD, and these t(u - 1) 3-GDDs are disjoint. 
Step 3: Partition the block set A0 into u parallel classes Pk, k E 27,. For any 
Pk E {PO, . . . , P,_l} define three permutations ai of Z, by the rule 
a%(a) = b if {(a, g), (b, g + 1)) c B E Pk, 
whereO<k<u-1, gEZ3. 
Next, let L be a symmetric PILS of type P. Since t is even, this square exists by 
Lemma 1.3. For i E Z,, k E Z,, define a 3-GDD of type (3t)” on point set Y\O, 
with group set 
{{(a, c, d): a E Z,, (c, d) E B}: B E P,} 
and block set 
Dikr = {{(a, C, d), (a’, c’, d), (u” f i, &(c”), d + 1)): U, U’ E Z,, 
c, c’ E Z,, c CC’, d E Z3, (a”, c”) = L((u, c), (a’, c’))}. 
For i E Z,, k E Z,, define a 3-GDD of type (3t)” on point set Y\Q with group set 
{{(a, c, d): a E Z,, (c, d) E B}: B E P,}, 
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and block set 
DikZ = {{(a, C, d), (a’, c’, d), (u” + i, ((~;f-‘)-‘(c”), d - 1)): U, U’ E Z,, 
c, c’ E Z,, c CC’, d E &, (a”, c”) = L((u, ~)(a’, c’))}. 
Step 4: For each k E Z, and for each B E Pk, construct an LS(t3s1) on point set 
{(i, c, d): i E Z,, (c, d) E B} U D 
with group set 
{{(i, c, d): i E &}: (c, d) E B} U {Q}. 
Each LS(t3s’) contains 2t GDDs, whose block sets we name E(B),,, i E Z,, m = 
1,2. Then define 
Eikm = B(JJ E(B)i,, i E Z,, m = 1, 2. 
Ir 
Finally, define &,, = Dikm U Eikm. Then each (Y, H, &,) is a 3-GDD of type 
t3%l. From Steps 1-4 we get a total of t(3u - 1) disjoint 3-GDDs, a large set. 
Summarizing, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose there exist an LS(t3s1) and un LS(t”s’), where u #2, 6. 
Then there exists an LS(t3%‘). 
4. Applications of the constructions 
In this section, we apply our constructions, obtaining some new results on 
LS(2”) and LS(2”4l). The necessary condition for existence of an LS(2”) is u = 0 
or 1 mod 3. The following result has been proved in [l]. 
Theorem 4.1 [l]. Suppose u E 0 or 1 mod 3, u # 10 or 18 mod 24. Then there 
exists an LS(2”). 
We can now prove some results on LS(2”) when u = 10 or 18 mod 24. We will 
employ the following corollaries of our constructions. 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose u is a positive integer, u # 2 or 6. If there is an LS(22”), 
then there is an LS(2(j”). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 with t = 2. An LS(26) was exhibited in [2]. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose u is a positive integer, u # 2 or 6. Zf there is an LS(2U+‘), 
then there is an LS(23U+‘). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.1 with s = t = 2. An LS(24) exists by [7]. 0 
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Theorem 4.4 [l]. Suppose v = 1 or 3 module 6. Zf an LS(2”+*) exists, then there is 
an LS(2”(“-2)+2). 
We can now prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose u = 0 or 1 mod 3, u # 130 or 258 mod 384. Then an LS(2”) 
exists. 
Proof. (1) Apply Corollary 4.3 with u = 3. Since an LS(24) exists [7], therefore 
an LS(2r”) exists. Now apply Theorem 4.4 with u = 8, v = 1 or 3 mod 6. We 
obtain LS(2”) for all u = 10, 42 mod 48. 
(2) Apply Corollary 4.2 with u = 3. Since an LS(26) exists [2], so too does an 
LS(2”) exist. Now apply Theorem 4.4 with u = 16, v = 1 or 3 mod 6. We obtain 
LS(2”) for all u = 18, 82 mod 96. 
(3) Apply Corollary 4.3 with u = 11. Since an LS(2’*) exists (Theorem 4.1), we 
get an LS(2”4). N ow apply Theorem 4.4 with u = 32, v = 1 or 3 mod 6. We obtain 
LS(2”), for u = 34, 162 mod 192. 
(4) Apply Corollary 4.2 with u = 11. Since an LS(222) exists (Theorem 4.1), we 
obtain an LS(266). Now apply Theorem 4.4 with u = 64, u = 1 or 3 mod 6. We 
construct LS(2”), for u = 66, 322 mod 324. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Note that we cannot continue the proof of Theorem 4.5 in the obvious manner. 
The next step would be to apply Theorem 4.4 with u = 128, which requires an 
LS(213”) to start. However, existence of an LS(213”) is unknown (we cannot apply 
Corollary 4.3 with u = 43, as an LS(244) does not exist since 44 = 2 mod 3). 
We can also obtain an infinite family of LS(2”4l), as follows. 
Theorem 4.6. Zf u = 3k, k 3 1, then there is an LS(2”4’). 
Proof. An LS(234’) was presented in [7], which handles k = 1. Proceed by 
induction on k. Apply Theorem 3.1 with t = 2, s = 4, u = 3k to obtain LS(2”4l) 
for u = 3k+‘. 0 
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